Topics in Medical Anthropology (ANTH 438)

Aftermaths, Afterlives

Fall 2020
Meeting time: Fridays 11:30—14:30
Location: Remote teaching

Professor Todd Meyers
Email address: TBA
Office location: 3647 Peel Street
Office hours via Zoom: Fridays 15:30—17:30 and by appointment

Course Description

*Topics in Medical Anthropology* focuses on the concepts of *aftermaths* and *afterlives* as a way to explore what emerges in the wake of an event and the traces left behind. Two questions guide course inquiry: “what is life in aftermath?” and “what new and inventive forms of living might we find there?” The course considers the topic in anthropological and historical perspective. The readings and lectures invite students to consider *aftermaths* and *afterlives* at the levels of the therapeutic, traumatic, atmospheric, and embodied.

Class Format

During the Fall 2020 semester, the course will be offered remotely. We will not try to reproduce the in-person classroom experience; instead we will work together to creative a lively and productive atmosphere for thought and exchange online. We will meet over Zoom. Each week I will send a secured link to the group. The class will begin with a lecture in which I tie the readings to central questions of the course. After a short break, students will divide into pre-assigned break out groups of no more than six students each. I will provide guiding questions to help facilitate discussion. During the break out sessions, I will pop in and out of the groups and join in the small group discussions. After a second short break, we will reconvene as a class and representatives of the break out groups will highlight parts of their small group discussion. Not every group member is expected to report each time, but by the end of the semester I would like everyone to have added to the larger class discussion. Finally, we will wrap up and discuss plans for the coming week.

The breakdown of our class time is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:30-11:40</td>
<td>Introduction, general housekeeping, outline of class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:40-12:10</td>
<td>Lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:10-12:15</td>
<td>Short break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15-13:15</td>
<td>Break out sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:15-13:20</td>
<td>Short break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:20-14:20</td>
<td>Discussion and Presentation from break our groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:20-14:30</td>
<td>Wrap-up and planning for the following week</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Coursework, Assessment, and Expectations

Each week students will write a 500-word précis on the weekly readings. Each student will meet 1:1 via Zoom with the professor once every two weeks. This is in addition to (not a substitute for) office hours. A schedule of open 1:1 meeting times will be shared via Google doc. The meetings are an opportunity to discuss the response papers and questions that arise from the readings or class discussion. There will be a 1500-word mid-semester paper. Near the end of the semester, students will write a 1000-word “deep dive” into the work of one of the authors we are reading. In the final week of class, students will write a 300-word encyclopedia entry for “Aftermaths/Afterlives.”

Students enrolled in the course are expected to participate fully in each class session, having read the assigned chapters/articles for the session. Students are not expected to reproduce every detail from the readings in our discussion; however, it is essential that students read works critically and openly. The dual emphasis of the course is on creative and grounded engagement with the course materials as well as the concepts that orbit around and pass through these materials. If problems with the readings arise, students are encouraged to seek help during office hours or during an arranged meeting with the professor.

While not a substitution for attendance and participation, lectures and full class discussion will be recorded each week and made available to students who miss class. Break out groups will not be recorded. Attendance is expected. If a student misses more than four class sessions, they will not receive attendance credit. If a student misses two classes in a row, they are encouraged to meet with the professor via Zoom. Participation is assessed not on how much a student speaks in class, but on a broad understanding that students are “present” and attentive in discussion and group activities.

Late Assignment
No late assignments will be accepted

Incomplete Grade Policy
No “incompletes” will be issued for late work

Grading Rubric

Written Assignments

A (Excellent)
The paper demonstrates excellent composition skills including a clear and thought-provoking thesis, appropriate and effective organization, lively and convincing supporting materials, effective diction and sentence skills, and perfect or near perfect mechanics including spelling and punctuation. The writing accomplishes the objectives of the assignment through synthesis, analysis, and attention to scholarly detail. The paper follows the formatting and length requirements. The paper is turned in on time.
**B (Good)**
The paper contains above average composition skills including a clear and thought-provoking thesis, although development, diction, and sentence style may suffer minor flaws. Shows careful and acceptable use of mechanics. The writing effectively accomplishes the goals of the assignment. The paper follows the formatting and length requirements. The paper is turned in on time.

**C (Satisfactory)**
The paper demonstrates competent composition skills including adequate development and organization, although the development of ideas may be trite, assumptions may be unsupported in more than one area, the thesis may not be original, and the diction and syntax may not be clear and effective. Minimally accomplishes the goals of the assignment. The paper fails to follow formatting and length requirements. The paper is turned in on time.

**D (Poor)**
Composition skills may be flawed in either the clarity of the thesis, the development, or organization. Diction, syntax, and mechanics may seriously compromise clarity. Minimally accomplishes the majority of the goals of the assignment. Fails to follow formatting and length requirements. The paper is turned in on time.

**F (Fail)**
Composition skills are flawed in two or more areas. Diction, syntax, and mechanics are excessively flawed. Fails to accomplish the goals of the assignment. Fails to follow formatting and length requirements. The paper is not turned in on time.

**Grade Distribution**
Précis (5% each x 8 sessions = 40%); mid-semester paper (20%); deep-dive assignment (15%); encyclopedia entry (15%); participation (5%); attendance (5%)

**Course Materials**
There is one book that students are required to purchase for the course:


Otherwise, all books, book chapters, articles, and other materials will be available on MyCourses HERE.

**Language of Examinations and Assignments**
In accord with McGill University’s Charter of Students’ Rights, students in this course have the right to submit in English or in French any written work that is to be graded.

Conformément à la Charte des droits de l’étudiant de l’Université McGill, chaque étudiant a le droit de soumettre en français ou en anglais tout travail écrit devant être noté (sauf dans le
cas des cours dont l’un des objets est la maîtrise d’une langue).

**Assignment Due Dates**

September 11  précis due via email prior to class  
September 18  précis due via email prior to class  
September 25  précis due via email prior to class  
October 2  précis due via email prior to class  
October 9  no précis due  
October 16  mid-semester paper due via email prior to class  
October 23  précis due via email prior to class  
October 30  précis due via email prior to class  
November 6  no précis due  
November 13  deep-dive assignment due via email prior to class  
November 20  précis due via email prior to class  
November 27  précis due via email prior to class  
December 4  encyclopedia entry due via email prior to class

**Course Outline**

Week 1. (September 4)

Course introduction, syllabus review and course outline, practice break out sessions


Week 2. (September 11)  

*Traces*


Week 3. (September 18)  

*Atmospheres and elements*

[Guest speaker: Nick Shapiro]


Week 4. (September 25)  **Recovery**


Week 5. (October 2)  **Event**

[Guest speaker: Anne M. Lovell]


Week 6. (October 9)

**Meantime**


Week 7. (October 16)

**Exposure**


Week 8. (October 23)

**Madness, colony**

[Guest speaker: Camille Robcis]


Guillaume Lachenal, “Kin Porn,” *Somatosphere* January 21, 2013 (access on-line [here](#)).


Week 9. (October 30)

**Splinters**

[Guest speaker: Sameena Mulla]

Sameena Mulla, *The Violence of Care: Rape Victims, Forensic Nurses, and Sexual Assault Intervention* (New York University, 2014): “Introduction: Sexual Violence in the City” (1-36); “Making Time: Temporalities of Law, Healing, and Sexual Violence” (57-75); Notes.


**Week 10. (November 6)**  
*To display and apprehend*

“Kara Walker” (video segment, art 21, access online [here](#)) + artist studio website (access online [here](#))


**Week 11. (November 13)**  
*Objects and others*

Leah Zani, *Bomb Children: Life in the Former Battlefields of Laos* (Duke, 2019): “Introduction: The Fruit Eaters” (3-36); “Ghost Mine” (64-97); Notes.


**Week 12. (November 20)**  
*Limits, outside*

[Guest speaker: John Borneman]


**Week 13. (November 27)**  
*After the end*

[Guest speaker: Anthony Stavrianakis]

Anthony Stavrianakis, *Leaving: A Narrative of Assisted Suicide* (University of California, 2020): “Introduction” (1-8); “Near Death” (11-14); “Parazone” (15-39), “Peter” (59-81); Notes.

Robert Desjarlais, *Sensory Biographies: Lives and Deaths among Nepal’s Yolmo Buddhists* (University
of California Press, 2006): “Kuragraphy” (1-19); “Last Words” (329-351); Notes.


Week 14. (December 4) **Loss and its density**


**Academic Integrity**

McGill University values academic integrity. Therefore, all students must understand the meaning and consequences of cheating, plagiarism and other academic offences under the Code of Student Conduct and Disciplinary Procedures (approved by Senate on 29 January 2003) (http://www.mcgill.ca/students/srr/honest/) Please note the syllabus may also change in accordance with the needs of the students taking this class.

**Other Resources**

**Student Wellness Hub**  
Phone: 514-398-6017, Monday to Friday from 10am—12:30pm and 2:00pm—3:30pm  
Virtual Services (on-line access here)

**Accessibility | Office for Students with Disabilities**  
Phone: 514-398-6009, Monday-Friday, 9:00am—5:00pm  
Email: disabilities.students@mcgill.ca

**McGill Writing Center**  
Register for online tutoring/appointment here

**Acknowledgment**

McGill University is located on unceded Indigenous territory. The Kanien’kehá:ka Nation is recognized as the custodians of territory and waters on which McGill stands. Tiotiá:ke/Montreal is historically a gathering place for many First Nations. Today, it is home to a diverse population and we respect the continued connections with the past, present and future in our ongoing relationship with the Indigenous and diverse populations that live here.